2018 SRS Pacific Agenda

Agenda

Friday May 18th
11:00 am – target arrival time to NASA Visitor’s Gate
11:00 am-12 pm – student/teacher check in at the main gate
12:00 pm - walk to Bldg 152 from main gate and drop off luggage/have pizza
12:45 pm – walk to gift shop at cafeteria on the way to the wind tunnel
1:15 pm walk to wind tunnel for tour
1:30 pm – 2:15 pm Wind Tunnel tour
2:15 pm walk to Super Computer Lab for tour
2:45 pm – 3:30 pm Super Computer Lab tour
3:30 pm – walk to Discovery Lab for tour
3:45 pm – 4:30 pm Discovery Lab tour
4:15 pm – walk to bldg. 152
5:00 pm – team building activity
6:00 pm – 7:30 pm - Welcome dinner/keynote speaker(s) (Chris Potter – Earth Science – *How NASA uses GLOBE data and satellite images for research*)

Saturday May 19th
8:00 am -9:00 am - breakfast in Building 152/set up posters
9:00 am -10:00 am - peer review and Matt Silberglitt will talk to the reviewers at
8:30 am
10:00 am -12:00 pm - scientists review projects (2 reviewers per project)
10:00 am -12:00 pm - teacher professional development – Carbon Cycle
12:00 pm -1:00 pm – box lunch at Building 152
1:00 pm -3:00 pm – Students and teachers – Visitor’s Center Museum and group photo
1:00 pm -3:00 pm – scientist reviewers discuss projects in Bldg 152
3:00 pm – 4:00 pm - recognition/thanks
4:00 pm - head home